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Description of the Discarding Status in Greece
Some necessary terminology clarifications:
Discards is the fraction of the total catch, the marine fauna,
brought onto the deck of a fishing vessel and subsequently
returned to the sea
We should also underline a significant difference between
Mediterranean and Atlantic fishery, which usually produces confusions:
 In Mediterranean the discard faction of undersized commercial
species is about 15%-20% of the total catch, while the remaining are non
commercial species.
In the Atlantic the discarding fraction of undersized species usually is
the main part of the total discards

Status in Greece

The discarding fraction is about:
Trawlers (295 vessels): 35-42% of the total catch
Purse seiners (257 vessels): 2-4% of the total catch
Artisanal (≈16,000vesels): 10-15% of the total catch

Trawlers: ≈ 20,000 mt
Purse seiners: ≈ 2, 200 mt
Artisanal: ≈ 19,000 mt

Note that only the half of discards correspond to the undersized
commercial species

Some Important features of Greek (Mediterranean)
fisheries
1. It is an oligotrophic area
2. Narrow continental shelf
3. Extent coast line (Greece has more than 16,000 Km of coast
line) and each point of the coast line is practically a landing
site
4. High biodiversity in a multispecies fishery (more than 150
species are caught)
All these features pose several questions and problems regarding
the targets of the common fishery policy in the Mediterranean that
should be encountered.

The Policy Targets
The obligation of Landing the discards quantities in the framework
of the new CFP has three main targets
1. Minimizing the TACs by incorporating the discards
2. Minimizing the unusable discard quantities
3. Using the discard quantities to aquaculture

The first target is irrelevant for the Mediterranean as there are
no TACs except Bluefin tuna

An irrelevant issue that is not so irrelevant
Studies in Mediterranean oligotrophic systems revealed that in areas
with high concentration of fish-culture farms (external input of
energy) indicate
1. An increase of the total community
biomass by 4 time
2. An increase of the landings by 2 times
3. No changes in biodiversity

Before – After
Near - Far

In the mesotrophic waters (Atlantic areas) the effect of aquaculture
was neutral.
QUESTION No 1. What will be happen in a oligotropic ecosystem
if we take away from the existing food web e.g. from Aegean 40, 000
mt more every year?
QUESTION No 2. Which will be the effect of this elimination
especially on some protected species that feed on discard e.g. sharks
and seabirds?

Other questions and problems raised … for
Mediterranean areas
There are several preliminary surveys regarding the possibility of the
discard use for other issues than food (e.g. pellets for aquaculture).
The peculiarities of Greece and Mediterranean poses a series of problems.

The quantities are small in absolute numbers
The distribution of landing is very disperse and this poses problem
of concentration for further uses of discards.

The conditions for storage and preservation of discards in the land
and possible dangers for public health

The proposed policy in Mediterranean targets the half of discards
(trawlers) because the discards of artisanal (other half) are even more
distributed and referred in very small number per vessel and fishing day

questions and problems

The problem of illegal selling of undersized commercial
species will be increased, because partly, their dispose will become
legal … as discards

The high diversity of the discard species poses the question for
unstable quality and the nutritivity of the discard use as pellets for
the aquaculture
As all these questions and problems are raised from the features of
Mediterranean fisheries…
…We propose a series of surveys before the implementation of the new
CFP in the area and a specific Mediterranean policy based on the results
of these surveys

Five Key-studies before the implementation of the CMP
of the discard in the Mediterranean
1. Study of the effect of discards “landing” in the food web of the
oligotropic Mediterranean ecosystem.
2 . Study of the effect on the protected species (sharks and birds)
3. Study on the spatiotemporal variability of the quality - nutritive
value of discard and the potentiality to be used in aquaculture and
support the respective industry
4. Study of the cost for the concentration and turn over of discards
in order to support a respective industry
5. Alternative actions for overcoming the expected increase of the
illegal fishing and selling of the undersize commercial species in a
fishery without TACs.
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